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Abstract
In this thesis, we consider Fedosov's quantization (C"(0) [[h]], *) of the functions on
a coadjoint orbit 0 of a Lie group G corresponding to the trivial cohomology class
in H 2 (O, IR[[h]]) and G-invariant torsion free symplectic connection on 0 (when it
exists). We show that the map g X -+ IX eC' (0)[[h]] is a homomorphism of
Lie algebras, where we consider kC'(0) [[h]] as a Lie algebra with the bracket [f, g] =fg - gff,, g EC"C'(0)[[h]]. This map defines an algebra homomorphism A from
U(g)((h)) to the algebra C~"(0)((h)). We construct a representation of Co((0)((h)).
In case G is a simple Lie group and O is a semisimple coadjoint orbit, we show that p
maps U(g)((h)) onto the algebra of polynomial functions on 0 endowed with a star
product. In particular, we compute the infinitesimal character of the corresponding
representation of U(g)((h)). Also, we describe the corresponding version of the above
results over the ring IR[[h]].
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis concerns with the equivariant Fedosov's quantization of the semisimple
coadjoint orbits. In order to motivate this study we briefly state the history of the
deformation quantization.
The problem of the existence of deformation quantization of an arbitrary Poisson
manifold is an old one, it probably dates back to the beginning of this century. In the
early eighties it was solved for the symplectic manifolds by De Wilde and Lecompte
(see [4]). They proved that for any symplectic manifold there exists a star product
such that f * g = fg + A {f, g} + O(h 2), where {f, g} is a Poisson bracket of the
functions f and g. The big disadvantage of the results of Lecompte and De Wilde
(see [4],[5]) is that their proof of existence is not explicit. They showed that all the
cohomological abstractions vanish although the cohomology groups in which they lie
may be non-zero.
In the middle of eighties B. Fedosov gave completely different prove of the same
theorem (see [7]). First of all, his proof is simpler and has a big advantage, since he
gave an explicit procedure for constructinf a star product (see [6]). Starting with a
torsion free symplectic connection V, he constructed a canonical connection VF on
the vector bundle W = II[oSn(T*M)[[h]]. In general, one needs a flat connection
on W which satisfies two additional properties. Such connection is called Fedosov's
connection. Although he gave an explicit construction, it is very seldom possible
to write down explicit formulas of a star product using this construction. Even
a Fedosov's connection can be written explicitly only in few cases (see [13]). The
canonical Fedosov's connection is not known except in the trivial cases.
There are many other papers which are devoted to the problem of existence of
deformation quantization (see [12], [8], [9], [2], ...). I would like to mention here that
the general problem of existence of formal deformation quantization of an arbitrary
Poisson manifold is still open.
In this thesis we are trying to understand Fedosov's construction in the case of
semisimple coadjoint orbits. Although we can not explicitly compute the star product,
we get some results concerning the algebra structure of the algebra of polynomial
functions endowed with star product. Below we briefly state a couple of the results
obtained here and then we give a description of the contents section by section.
Every semisimple coadjoint orbit admits a canonical G-invariant torsion free sym-
plectic connection. We apply Fedosov's construction to this case and we get a G-
invariant star product on functions. Moreover, the space of polynomial functions
on a semisimple coadjoint orbit 0 is closed under a G-invariant star product. As
R((h)) algebra, the algebra A of polynomial functions endowed with the star product
is generated by the linear polynomials on 0. One of the main results of this thesis
answers to the following question: "What are the relations between the generators of
the algebra A?" We give another description of the algebra A of polynomial functions
on a semisimple orbit 0 as a quotient of the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie
algebra g((h)) over the field R((h)) by some primitive ideal h0. If we complexify the
algebra A then we get that the primitive ideal lo ®R((h)) C((h)) is the annihilator of
the Verma module with the highest weight 4 - pu+.
We briefly describe the contents of this thesis, section by section.
In section 2.1 we give a brief introduction to Fedosov's construction and we state
all necessary results from Fedosov's papers.
In section 2.2 we analyze the Fedosov's construction in the equivariant setting.
Let t be a moment map. We prove that in many cases (see theorem 2.2.2) the map
Sis a homomorphism from the Lie algebra g to the Lie algebra of quantized function
with the commutator [f, g] = f g - g f.with the commutator Vf, g] = f * g - g * f.
In section 3.1 we construct some representations of the quantized algebra of func-
tions.
In section 3.2 we analyze the structure of a particular representation V. We
construct a subrepresentation V of V and show that V ®cE[v]] C((v)) is a generalized
Verma module for gc((v)) (where v is a square root of h). We calculate the highest
weight of this generalized Verma module.
In section 3.3 we show that the map from U(g) OR C((v)) to the polynomial
functions is surjective and calculate the kernel of this map. The theorem 3.3.1 contains
the main results concerning this map.
In section 3.4 we analyze another representations of the quantized algebra of poly-
nomial function and we show that they are irreducible quotients of Verma modules.
In section 4.1 we consider an example of the coadjoint orbits of SU(2) which shows
that the canonical Fedosov's connection is non-trivial even in that case.
In section 4.2 we consider an example of a minimal nilpotent orbit of a real sym-
plectic group Sp(2n, R).
Most of the results of this thesis will appear in [1].
Chapter 2
G-equivariant Fedosov's
quantization.
2.1 Recollection of Fedosov's quantization.
2.1.1 Local picture.
Let V be a 2n dimensional real vector space and w be a symplectic form on it. We
can consider the corresponding Heisenberg algebra 7W - a one dimensional central
extension of the trivial Lie algebra V given by the cocycle w. As a vector space
7-W = V e Rh. Moreover we can define a grading on 7-W.
Definition 2.1.1 The degree of any vector v e V is 1, and the degree of h is 2.
It is easy to see that 7W becomes a graded Lie algebra. Let us consider the universal
enveloping algebra U(W1). As a vector space it is canonically isomorphic to @00o Skt.
We denote the latter one by A. A is a graded vector space, since Wt is a graded vector
space. Multiplication in U(7W) induces a * multiplication on A. Thus, A becomes a
non-commutative algebra. It is obvious that the grading respects * product. Let m
be a maximal ideal generated by the elements of degree greater than 0. Denote by A
the completion of A in m-adic topology.
A = limA/mkA. (2.1)
Algebra A has a natural filtration Ak = mkA. A is a module over the commutative
ring R[[h]], since h lies in the center of the Lie algebra 7X. Let us notice that as a
vector space A is canonically isomorphic to -Ik=0 Sk(V)[[h]].
Symplectic group Sp(V) acts on the vector space A and it is easy to see that the
multiplication is invariant under this action. The space 1 A becomes a Lie algebrah
under the bracket [f, g] = f * g - g f. The bracket is R[[h]] linear. We have a map
from 1A to a Lie algebra of derivations Der(A) of the algebra A. This map is just an
adjoint action ad: -A --+ Der(A). Note that this map is surjective. Since the group
Sp(V) acts on A we have a map u from the Lie algebra sp(V) to Der(A). On the
other hand we have a natural map p from sp(V) to !A which is given by
1 1^
p :sp(V) --+ {-. quadratic forms} C -A.hh
It is obvious that a = ad o p.
Finally, what we got is a Harish-Chandra pair (Sp(V), A, p).
Remark 2.1.1 Here is another description of the algebra A. Form w induces a
symplectic form C on V*. Choose a basis pi, qi (1 < i < n) in V such that & =
iZ=1 dpi A dqi. Then A as a vector space is isomorphic to R[[(pi), (qi), h]]. The star
product of two functions f, g E R[[(pi), (qi), h]] is given by the following formula:
f *g=exp (Op (9<-Oqi - (9p'?) [f(p',q',h)g(p", q", h)]I , " (2.2)
(2 l q/ = q/1
2.1.2 Global picture.
We are given a manifold M (dim M = 2n) with a symplectic form w. We also
have a torsion free symplectic connection V on the tangent bundle TM. V induces
connection V on the cotangent bundle T*M. Denote by R the curvature tensor
of the connection V. The form w induces a symplectic structure on the fibers of
T*M. Each vector space T*M inherits a symplectic form. Therefore, we obtain a
principle Sp(2n, R) bundle P over M together with a connection. In the section
2.1.1 we constructed an algebra A which is a representation of Sp(2n, R). With the
principle Sp(2n, R) bundle P and representation A of Sp(2n, R) we can associate
a vector bundle W = P x sp(2n,R) A. Since A is an algebra and the product is
Sp(2n, R) invariant we obtain an algebra structure on W. We denote this product
by *. Filtration Ak on A induces filtration Wk on W. Connection on P induces a
connection on W. By abuse of notation we will denote it by V. Let us look closer at
the vector bundle W. As a vector bundle it is canonically isomorphic to
00I Sk(T*M)[[h]] - W. (2.3)
k=0
The connection V is the natural connection on fl, 0( Sk(T*M)[[h]] induced by the
connection V on T*M.
Consider W 0 A'(T*M). Let us introduce two operators on W ® A'(T*M). To
define them we use the canonical identification of W with lJo=o Sk (T*M)[[h]]. First,
consider a canonical element in 7 E TM 0 T*M which corresponds to the identity
morphism. We can write 7 (locally) as
7= Zvi 0 v, where viz E F(TM) and vi E F(T*M). (2.4)
Second, using the identification of W with fIo Sk(T*M)[[h]] we define an operator
6 : W 0 A'(T*M) -+ W® A'(T*M).
Definition 2.1.2 If a EW 0®A'(T*M), equals a = ai 0 pit, where pi E A'(T*M)
and ai E [H10o Sk(T*M)[[h]] then
6(a) = E(%(vk)a1) 0 (Vk A M1), (2.5)
k,l
where z(vk)aj denotes contraction of Vk with a,.
We would like to define an operator 6- '. Let us define it first on the space
Zo Sk(T*M)[[h]] 0 A'(T*M) Then, we will see that this operator is continuous and
it can be extended to the whole space k-Io0 Sk(T*M)[[h]] 0 A'(T*M). The space
=o Sk(T*M)[[h]] 0 A'(T*M) has a natural grading by the sum of the degrees.
Thus, any element a E Z= 0Sk(T*M)[[h]] 0 A'(T*M) can be written as a sum of
the homogeneous components
a = E ak ®0 Pk, (2.6)
k
where ak is a homogeneous element in E,0 Sk(T*M)[[h]] and Ak is a homogeneous
differential form.
Definition 2.1.3 We define 6'-1 by
16-1(a) = deg(a) + deg() Vk a1 0 @(Vk)p1, (2.7)
k,ldeg(al) + deg(/i)
where - denotes the usual multiplication in the symmetric algebrak "0 ~ S(T*M)[[h]].
Let us introduce one more notation. When a E W, denote by a0 the function
ae a (6 o 6-1(a) + 56- 1 o 6(a)) E Co(M)[[h]]. (2.8)
This gives us a map from the sections of W to the functions CO(M)[[h]]. We denote
this map by 0.
q(a) = ao, where aE W. (2.9)
2.1.3 Fedosov's connection.
It is well know that the quantizations of the Poisson algebra of functions C'(M)
on a symplectic manifold M are parametrized by two dimensional cohomology group
H2 (M, R[[h]]). Assume we have an element of H 2(M, R[[h]]) represented by the two
form v E F(A2 (T*M) ® R[[h]]).
Definition 2.1.4 Fedosov's connection is a connection, which satisfies two properties
* It can be written in the form
VF= -r V r,. , where rE W3 0 A'(T*M). (2.10)
1h
* The curvature of VF is equal to -w + v.
The curvature Q of V' is given by
1 1 1\
= 1-w+R++ -Sr+Vr+1r 2 . (2.11)
Thus, one would like to solve the equation
1 1)
R + - r + Vr+ hr 2 =v. (2.12)
The theorem of Fedosov states
Theorem 2.1.1 (Fedosov) (see [6]) Equation (2.12) has a unique solution, satisfy-
ing the conditions
r E W3 0 A'(T*M),
(2.13)
6-'r = 0.
Moreover, r satisfies the equation
r =6-1(R- v) + 6-1 (Vr + r2). (2.14)
It is easy to see that one can solve equation (2.14) by the iteration method. The
uniqueness of the solution is also obvious.
Theorem 2.1.2 (Fedosov) (see [6]) The flat sections of V' are in one to one corre-
spondence with the smooth functions on M. It is given by taking the zero's component
of the section
W - a ý- ao E CO"(M)[[h]]. (2.15)
Denote the map in the opposite direction by a. We can define a star product of
two functions f, g E Coo(M) [[h]] by
f * g (oU(f) * c(g))o. (2.16)
We denote by A the algebra of functions Coo(M) [[h]] endowed with the star product.
By definition, it is isomorphic to the algebra of flat sections of W.
2.2 Equivariant Fedosov quantization.
Suppose G is a Lie group acting on a symplectic manifold (M, w). Assume that
we have a G-invariant torsion free symplectic connection V on TM. It induces G-
invariant connection V on T*M. Let v E F(A2 (T*M) 0 R[[h]]) be a G-invariant
closed two-form. We construct Fedosov's connection VF as in section 2.1.3.
Lemma 2.2.1 Fedosov's connection VF is G-invariant.
Proof: This is obvious, since the curvature R and the operator 6' are G-invariant,
and we obtain r by iterations of the equation (2.14). El
From now and for all we assume that VF is a G-invariant Fedosov's connection
such that (r)o = 0 (the latter can be easily assumed since the subtraction of (r)o = 0
from r does not change connection on W.
2.2.1 G action on A.
G acts in a natural way on the vector bundle W. One can see that the map :
W --+ C"(M)[[h]] is G-invariant. The star product on W is G-invariant, since the
symplectic form w is G-invariant. The action of G on W maps the sections which
are flat with respect to V F to the flat sections, because VF is G-invariant. Thus, the
star product on functions is G-invariant, since the star product on W is G-invariant
and 0 is a G-invariant map.
The Lie algebra g of G acts by derivations on the algebra A. If HI1 (M, R) = 0
then all R[[h]]-linear derivations of the algebra A (we denote them by Der(A)) are
inner in the sense that the map
1
ad: •A -+ Der(A) (2.17)
is surjective. The kernel of ad is -R[[h]]. Thus, we get a map from the Lie algebra g
to the Lie algebra - (A/R[[h]]).
Let X be an element of the Lie algebra g. By abuse of notation let us denote by
the same letter X the corresponding vector field on M (G acts on M). By Lx we
denote the Lie derivative along the vector field X on M. The action of the element
X e g on W is given by Lx. Lx is a derivation of the algebra W. Consider the
following derivation of W
Ax d4Lx - V. (2.18)
First, Ax is a tensor. Second, Ax commutes with V F . Indeed, let Z be any vector
field on M, then
[V, Ax = [V, Lx - VFX = [V, Lx] - I, v =
(2.19)
= V F  _VF
[- x,z] [z,x] = 0.
Let X, Y be elements of g. Easy calculation shows that in Der(W)
[Ax, Ay] = [Lx_ - V, Ly - V] = L[x,y] - xF = A[x,v]. (2.20)
Third, Ax can be considered as a section of 1W, since Ax is a tensor and allh1
C (M)[[h]] derivations of W are inner. Certainly, as a section of -W Ax is not
uniquely determined. We can always add an element of W which lies in the center
of it, i.e., any function f E C (M)[[h]]. Ax is uniquely determined as a section of
w1.
Lemma 2.2.2 Assume that HI'(M, R) = 0. Up to addition of a constant there is a
unique flat section Ax e W such that
ad(Ax) = Ax (2.21)
Proof: The uniqueness is obvious. Therefore, we must prove only the existence of it.
Consider Ax as a section of WI. We must find a function f E C ° (M)[[h]] which
is a solution to the equation
VF(f + Ax) = 0. (2.22)
This equation is equivalent to the following one
d(f) = -VF(Ax). (2.23)
Since HI(M,R) = 0, it is enough to show that d(VF(Ax)) = 0. d(VF(Ax)) =
VF(VF(Ax)) since VF(Ax) lies in the center of - W, i.e., -C"O"(M)[[h]] (because Ax
commutes with VF). VF(VF(Ax)) = 0 since VF is a flat connection. E,
As an immediate corollary we get that up to addition of a constant there is a
unique function hx E -A which corresponds to the flat section Ax E kW. Let us
summarize the results above.
Theorem 2.2.1 (B. Kostant) (see [10])
(a) The map g --+ Der(W) given by g X - Ax E WW1 is a homomorphism of Lie
algebras. Ax commutes with Fedosov's connection VF.
(b) Assume that HI(M,R) = 0. The map g 3 X -+ hx E -A defines a central
extension of the Lie algebra g by R[[h]]. In particular, if H 2 (g, R) = 0, there exists
a Lie algebra homomorphism from g to !A. Moreover, if HI'(g, R) = 0, then it is
unique.
2.2.2 Relation with the moment map.
Assume that we have a moment map p: M -+ g*. We denote by fx the function
which corresponds to the element X e g, i.e., fx = -*(X). The natural question is
whether there exists a relation between functions hx an fx. We will see that if the
form v = 0 then in many interesting cases we can choose hx = kfx.
Proposition 2.2.1 Let v = 0 and X E [g, g]. If we consider Ax as a section of
WW1 then
1
Ax = -((fx) - fx). (2.24)
h
It means that we can choose hx to be equal to -fx.
Proof: It is enough to show that if Y, Z E g then A[y,z] = o(f[y,z]) - f[Y,z]. We know
that A(yz] = [Ay, Az] - ([Ay, Az])o. First, let us show that [Ay, Az] is an honest
flat section of 1W. Indeed,
h1
VF ([Ay, Az]) = [VF(Ay), Az] + [Ay, VF(Az)]. (2.25)
We have seen that VF(Ay) and VF(Az) lie in the center of the Lie algebra 1W. We
obtain that VF ([Ay, Az]) = 0 which proves that [Ay, Az] is an honest flat section
of 1W. Therefore, it is enough to show that ([Ay, Az])o = lf[Y,z]. Let us calculate
explicitly ([Ay, Az])o.
Ay = Ly - VF-= Ly - (-dy + Vy + =r(Y))
= (Ly - Vy) + (6~v - Ir(Y)), and (2.26)
Az = (Lz - Vz) + (6z - kr(Z))
Ly - Vy is a C'(M)[[h]] linear derivation of W. Moreover, it is represented by
some section ay E kS2 (T*M)[[h]] C -W. Similarly, Lz - Vz is represented by some
section az e kS2 (T*M)[[h]] c W. Note, that if ae S2 (T*M)[[h]] C 1W and s is
any section of 1W, then
([a, s]) 0 = 0. (2.27)
Therefore, we obtain
([Ay, Az])o =
= (L - Vy) + (J,
- r(Z))]) =
- kr(Z))]) 
-
- ([Lz - Vz, 6y - r(Y) + ([by - r(Y), Jz
= y - kr(Y), z - .r(Z)])
Easy, straightforward calculations show
[6y, 6z]= -w(Y• Z)=
[6y, r(Z)] + [r(Y), 6z] = (6r)(Y, Z),
- r(Z)]) =
and
[r(Y), r(Z)] = r2(Y, Z).
Thus, we get
([Ay, Az])o = (hw(Y, Z) - (j6r) (Y, Z)± 12( Z))o (2.30)
It follows from the equation (2.12) that
((r)(Y, Z) + Pr2(Y, Z))=
TY =o (2.31)
= (,(Y, Z) - R(Y, Z) - (Vr) (Y, Z)) = (v(Y, Z))o,
since Ro = 0 and (Vr)o = 0 (this follows immediately from the assumption that
(r)o = 0). Finally, we obtain
1([Ay, Az])o = -w 1(Y, Z) + v(Y, Z) = -fly,z] + v(Y, Z). 1
(2.28)
(2.29)
isee [10]
(2.32)
1
- jjr(Y)) 1 (Lz - Vz) + (6z
= ([Ly - Vy; (Lz - Vz) + (Jz
If v = 0 then ([Ay, Az]) 0 = flv,z]. ]
Corollary 2.2.1 If Hi(g, R) = 0 (i.e. [g, g] = g) and v• - 0 then the map lao *1h
g -+ IW is a homomorphism of Lie algebras.
Proof: Follows immediately from the proposition (2.2.1).
Let us see what happens in the case when H1I(g, R) - 0. Unfortunately, we
can not prove in general case that the map Ip* is a homomorphism of Lie algebras.
We can prove that only under additional assumption that the Lie algebra g acts
transitively on the manifold M.
Proposition 2.2.2 Assume that v = 0 and the Lie algebra g acts transitively on the
manifold M. Then for any X e g
1
Ax = - (cr(fx) - fx). (2.33)
Proof: The statement is local, therefore we can assume that there exists a flat section
Ax of 'W such that Ax = Ax - Ax)o for any X e g. To prove the proposition
it is enough to show that ( Axo -fx is a constant function. Since the Lie algebra
g acts transitively on M it is enough to show that Y ((Ax) 0 - fx) = 0 for any
element Y e g.
Y ((ix)o fx = (L Ax - A(fx))). (2.34)
Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that (Lv A0x - (fx))) o = 0. Let us calculate
it.
Ly4x = ((Ly - V Ax = ([Ay, Ax]) =
(2.35)
= ([Ay, Ax])o = flY,x]
as follows from the proof of the proposition (2.2.1). On the other hand (Lyu(fx))o =
Y(fx) = f[y,x]. Thus, we get that Y ((Ax) 0 - fx) = 0. The proposition is proved.
Let us summarize the results.
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orem 2.2.2 Assume that v = 0 and we have a moment map f : M -+ g*.
IfH'(g,R) = 0, then the map 1uop*: g -+ 1W, X -H (fx), is a homomor-
mn of Lie algebras.
If the Lie algebra g acts transitively on M, then the map -ao * o g -+ !W,
h-u(fx), is a homomorphism of Lie algebras.
ollary 2.2.2 Let 0 be a coadjoint orbit of a Lie group G. Assume that there
s a G invariant connection on O, then, we can choose a G invariant torsion free
plectic connection on O. Consider Fedosov's quantization corresponding to the
cohomology class in H 2(M, R[[h]]), v = 0. Then the map g - X - a(fx) E
(we can consider X as a function on O, we denote this function by fx) is a
omorphism of Lie algebras.
Chapter 3
On the Fedosov's quantization of
semisimple coadjoint orbits.
3.1 Representations associated with Fedosov's
quantization.
In this section we are going to describe some representations of the algebra A which
we will use later. Let V be a representation of the algebra A. Let us define a support
of V. We denote it by supp(V). We will describe the complement of supp(V) in M.
Definition 3.1.1 x e (M - supp(V)) if and only if there exist some open neighbor-
hood U E x such that for any function f e A with support in U and for any element
veV
f(v) =-0.
Let us choose some point m e M. It is easy to see that the representations of A
with support m are in one to one correspondence with the representations of A.
Consider Heisenberg algebra 7W- = T*MeRc - one dimensional central extension of
the trivial Lie algebra T,*M given by the cocycle w. One can (canonically) associate
to an irreducible representation (7r, V) of W (on which c acts by 1) an irreducible
representation of A. This construction is due to Bertram Kostant (see [11]).
Construction: Let us choose a square root v of h, i.e., v2 = h. Consider the
fiber at point m e M of the vector bundle W ®R[[h]] R((v)). There is a canonical
algebra homomorphism U('H) -+ (W O®R[[n]] R((v))) m which is given by
X• 4-, for XET,*M
(3.1)
c-+ 1.
One can extend this homomorphism to a R((v)) linear continuous homomorphism a
from U(N) RR((v)) = U(W)7)((v)) to (W ®R[[h]] R((v))) m. It is easy to see that a
is isomorphism.
Therefore, we get that (r o a - 1, V'RR((v))) is a representation of the algebra
(W ®R[[hn]] R((v))) m. Moreover, it is easy to see that (7r o a-1, V RR[[v]]) is a
representation of the algebra (W ®R[[h]] R[[v]]) m "
There is an algebra homomorphism from A ®R[[h]] R[[v]] to (W O®R[[]] R[[v]]) m
given by restriction to the point m e M (we identified functions on M with the flat
sections of the vector bundle W). Taking the composition we get a representation of
the algebra A ®R[[h]] R[[v]].
Let us consider a particular example of the above construction which we will use
in the future. Assume that we have two complementary lagrangian subspaces V1 , V2
of T,mM. Algebra A will be acting on the space
V= ( Sk(V1*) [[v]] = (Sk(V 2) [[v]]. (3.2)
k=0 IV] k=0 IV]
Let us describe the action of the algebra Wm (the fiber of the vector bundle W at
point m) on V. Using the form w we can identify V2 with VI*. If X e V2 and z e V
then we define action of X on z as product of functions
X(v) = vX .
If Y e V, and z e V then we define action of Y on V as a derivative in Y direction
multiplied by v, i.e.,
8z
Y(v) = v -.ýýY
As was stated above the algebra A acts on V via evaluation of the section at point
m E M. The module V has a distinguished element 1 e So(V 1*) c ( =•0 Sk(VI)) [[vik.
It is obvious that the representation V is reducible. It becomes topologically irre-
ducible if we tensor A and V by R((v)) over R[[v]].
Representation V is a faithful representation of the algebra Wm ®R[[h]] R[[v]].
This can be easily seen using the coordinates. Let us choose a basis {x 1 , ..., Xk} of the
vector space V2 and a dual basis {y1, ..Yk} of the vector space V1, i.e., w(yi, xj) = 6i,j
Then V = R[[xi, ... , XkI][[v] = R[[x1, ..., k, v], Wm (®R[h]] R[[v)] as a vector space
is isomorphic to R[[- 1 , ...,, Y 91, ..-.Yk, V]. 1 i acts as a multiplication by vxi and gi
acts as a derivation vA- . Now, the fact that the representation V is faithful becameexi
obvious. Moreover V'R[[h]]R((v)) is a faithful representation of Wm ®R[[h]] R((v)).
3.2 Fedosov's quantization of semisimple coad-
joint orbits.
In this section we assume that the Lie group G is simple. The manifold M will be a
semisimple coadjoint orbit 0 of the group G. First, let us summarize the necessary
results about Lie groups and semisimple coadjoint orbits.
3.2.1 Some facts about semisimple coadjoint orbits.
Let us choose a point A E 0 C g*. The stabilizer of the point A in the Lie algebra g
is a Levi subalgebra 1. Let go be a complexification of the Lie algebra g and Ic be
a complexification of the Lie algebra 1. Let us choose h C 1 a Cartan subalgebra of
the Lie algebra gc and a set of positive roots A+ C A with the property
A E h* C (n* E h* D n*) = g9C, (3.3)
where go = n e he n+ is triangular decomposition of the Lie algebra go. We have
two parabolic subalgebras p+ = 1c + n+ and p_ = 1C + n_. We can write
p+=lceDu+, p-=lcEDu and gc=u-e1 0 eDu+. (3.4)
Denote by E the set of roots of u+. The set of roots of u_ is -E. Let us choose
a basis {ej}, a E E of u+ which respects the root decomposition. Similar, we can
choose a basis {fa}, a eE of u_. We denote by Pu the half sum of the roots in E.
Let us denote by K the coadjoint representation of the Lie algebra g. By abuse of
notation we also denote by K the coadjoint representation of go. The tangent space
to O at point A can be canonically identified with g/1. For X E g the corresponding
tangent vector is K(X)A E g*. The cotangent space to O at point A can be canonically
identified with g/1 too. Any element of g is a 1-form on g* and we can restrict it
to the orbit O. It is easy to see that ifY E 1 and X e g then (Y, K(X)A) =
-(X, K(Y)A) = 0. The Kirillov-Kostant symplectic form on 0 is given by the formula
w•x(X, Y) = ([X, Y], A). The form w induces a symplectic form & on the cotangent
bundle, in particular on the vector space TO = g/1. It is given by
I A(X, Y) = ([X, Y], A), where X, Y e g. (3.5)
Any semisimple orbit 0 admits two complementary G-invariant complex polar-
izations (non-unique). In order to describe them it's enough to to tell their restriction
to point A. Let us denote thses polarizations by E and F. We identify the complex-
ification of TAO with u+ D u_ = gc/lc. We define FIA as u+ and EIA as u_ at
point A. The corresponding subalgebras of go are p+ and p_ respectively. Since the
complexified tangent bundle is a direct sum of two bundles E and F the complexified
cotangent bundle is a direct sum of two two bundles E and F (dual decomposition).
We get EtA = u+ and Flj = u_.
3.2.2 An explicit formula for cr(fH), H E h
Consider X e 1c as a function on (9. As before, we denote this function by fx. We
will calculate an explicit formula for the section u(fx) ..
a(fx)IA = fx(A) + hAx1,. (3.6)
We can calculate Ax ,\ from the definition. As an operator Ax = Lx - Vx. It is
obvious that Vx[I. = 0 since X = 0 (K(X)A = 0). First, let us compute the action
of Lx •A on TC ®oR C. The action is well defined since Xx = 0. Let Y, Z be two
elements of go. We consider Y as a vector field and Z as 1-form. We have
(Lx(Z)IA, K(Y)A) = -(ZIx5, K([X, Y])A) = ([X, Z], K(Y)A). (3.7)
Therefore, we obtain
Lx(Z)IA = [X, Z]x. (3.8)
The above formula shows that we have a homomorphism from 1C to sp(TO) and for
any Z E go 1-form (we consider Z E W) Ax(Z)IA = 13(X)(Z)Ix. Ax is a derivation,
therefore, it is true that for any section s E W
Ax (s) x = ,\ (X)(sJx). (3.9)
We have seen in section 2.1.1 that the action of sp(T ( ®DR C) on WA OR C factorizes
through the action of {Iquadratic forms} C -WA OR C. Therefore, we have
'a(fx)A = fx((A) + some quadratic form (3.10)
and it is not hard to write down a formula for the corresponding quadratic form. We
will do that for H e h.
As before, we identify T(9 O O C with gc/lc = u_ e u+. Therefore, we have
f(H)(ea) = (a,H)ea and 03(H)(fa) = -(a,H)fa for a E . We get
Axkx = T (a, H)efaAx >= .ha nor W(fa, ea)
Finally, we obtain the formula for a(fH) 1
o(fH)Ix = (A,H) +E (a,H)e f.
E (w(f., e~.)
For any H e h we have the following formula for a(fH)lA
a(fH)A = (A - hpu, H) + E
aEE
(a, H)fa * e,,
w(f., e.) (3.13)
Proof: Follows immediately from the formula
h
ft * ea = f~ee + -w(fQ, e~)2 (3.14)
and formula 3.12. C
3.2.3 Action of h on WA OR C.
From the corollary 2.2.2 follows that the map gc E X '-+ kfx E W ®R C is a
homomorphism of Lie algebras. Therefore, the map gc 3 X + k fx E WA ®RC -
composition of the above map with the restriction is a homomorphism of Lie algebras.
The main goal is to study this homomorphism. Here we will study the action of h on
WA @R C.
Lemma 3.2.1 We have a canonical isomorphism of vector spaces
WA ®aR C = C[[e-, f, h]],
(3.11)
Proposition 3.2.1
(3.12)
(3.15)
The star product is given by
a(e., f, h) * b(e., f,, h) =
(3.16)
exp ( aerE w(eo,f ,)( o." - ,9f 9eZ, 2 ))[a(e'• fa, h)b(e", f , h)] =3.16)
exp(ýýE-E W(e-I MAl 1
fa = fa,
Proof: Obvious. 2
The action of aY(fH) on W( ®R C coincides with the action of AH IA. It was shown
in section 3.2.2 that the action of AHIA on WA (R C is given by O(H), moreover, we
have the following formulas
)3(H)(ea) = (a,H)ea, 3(H)(fa) = -(a,H)f, for a E. (3.17)
The action of AHIA extends by derivation to the space C[[ea, fal, h]].
Let us denote by L the root lattice of the Lie algebra go. Denote by L+ a
subsemigroup of L generated by the elements of A+ and by L a subsemigroup of L
generated by the elements of A_. One have L_ = -L+. Let a be an element of L.
We denote by W(' ) a subspace of WA ®R C which is an a eigenspace with respect to
h action, i.e., if s C W ( ) then AHI1(s) = (a, H)s. The next proposition describes
the structure of W ®R C.
Proposition 3.2.2 We have an isomorphism
WA(9RC = II w(). (3.18)
a-EL
Proof: Follows immediately from the isomorphism (3.15) and the fact that the space
C[[ea, f, h]] is complete. 0
Proposition 3.2.3 For any a E E we have
a(fe) e W( a) , and oa(fi) E W( - a) . (3.19)
Proof: It follows from the theorem 2.2.2 that for any H e h we have AH(-' U(fe,))
(a ,H)oa(fe,) and AH(o-U(ff,))= -(a,H)la(ff,). This proves the proposition. O
3.2.4 Representation's structure.
In section 3.2.1 we described two complementary lagrangian subspaces of T0O. We
denote E = u+ by V1i and FA = u_ by V2. Let us choose a square root of h. We
denote it by v. Applying the construction of section 3.1 we get a representation V
of the algebra WA ®R[[h] C[[v]]. As a vector space V is canonically isomorphic to
(ekO0 Sk(u-)) [[v]] = (C[fa])[[v]], c e E (see section 3.1).
Consider an action of AHIA, H E h on V. It is easy to see that
k
AHA(fa 1 ... fakvm ) = -Zci, H)fai... fakv m . (3.20)
i=1
Let us denote by V(a) an eigenspace of the Lie algebra h (H e h acts by AH Jx) on
V with an eigenvalue a E L_. It is obvious that V (a ) is a free module of finite rank
over the ring C[[v]].
Lemma 3.2.2 There exists a canonical isomorphism of vector spaces
v= IIV(a) (3.21)
aEL-
Proof: Obvious. E
Lemma 3.2.3 Let we have x E W( a) , y E W( ) and z E V(7) . Then we have
S*y W ( + ) and x(z) e V(' + ' ) .  (3.22)
Proof: The statement immediately follows from the definitions and the fact that for
any H e h
(a, H)x = AH(X) = AHIA * x - x * AHIA. (3.23)
n
Let us consider the following subspace V of V
C e v(a) c V. (3.24)
aEL
Lemma 3.2.4 We have
S= (0S(u)) ®c C[[v]] = (C[[v]])[f.], ~ E. (3.25)(Ok=0
Proof: Obvious. I
Proposition 3.2.4 If X E gc then the action of a(fx) on V preserves subspace V,
i.e.,
a(fx)k(V) C V, for any X e gc. (3.26)
Proof: First, we have a decomposition
V = V(a). (3.27)
aEL_
Therefore, it is enough to show that for any fixed aE L_ and any y GV (' )
a(fx)j x(y) E ?.
Second, we can write X as a sum
X = X 1 + (X _f + X,), (3.28)
where Xy is proportional to e., X_- is proportional to f7 and X1 E 1. We have
a(fx) = E1EU((fx_) + u(fxj)) + c(fxl). Therefore, we can assume that X is
either equal to e., y7 e E or fy, -y E E or X E 1.
If X E 1 then the fact that a(fx) A(y) E V immediately follows from the results
in section 3.2.2.
Let us consider the other two cases. We assume now that X equals either e7 or
fy for some y E Z. From the proposition 3.2.3 follows that a(fx)1ia E W( , where 5
equals either y or --y.
Therefore, the statement follows from the lemma 3.2.3. 13
Consider a C[[v]] subalgebra of (EaEL Wa)) ®C[[hj]] C((v)) generated by the ele-
ments , a E E. We denote it by B. The algebra B C ( ErL W(O)) ®c([[h]] C((v))
acts on V ®o[[V]] C((v)). There is a distinguished element 1 E V C V @COv]] C((v)).
Proposition 3.2.5 C[[v]] algebra B preserves V. Moreover, we have
B(1) = Y. (3.29)
Proof: To prove the first statement it is enough to show that f preserves V. WeV
know that a(ff.) preserves V. Therefore, it is sufficient to show that for any y E V
a(ffj)(y) = 0 mod(v). This follows from the fact that (A, f,) = 0 and the formulas
in section 3.1.
To prove the second statement we need more information about a(ff.).
Lemma 3.2.5 Let f be a function on a symplectic manifold M. Consider Fedosov's
quantization of the functions on M. We have
a(f) = f + d(f) mod(W 2). (3.30)
Proof: The statement follows immediately from the Fedosov's construction. 0
From the lemma 3.2.5 we get that a(ffo)JA = fa mod((WA) 2 ). From the results
in section 3.1 follow that if x e (WA)2 then x(V) = 0 mod(v 2 ). Therefore, we obtain
that for any y E V
(f)(Y) = fay mod(v). (3.31)
v
As a corollary we get that
(B/vB)(1) = V/vV. (3.32)
We define B(a), a E L_ as an intersection B n (Wa) ®c[[v]] C((v))). Let us
consider the following decompositions
B = E B ( ) and V = ~V( ) .  (3.33)
aEL- aEL-
It follows from the formulas (3.32), (3.33), (3.22) that B(')(1) C V( a) and B(a) () 1)-
V(a) mod(v). Since B(a) and 0 ( ) are free modules of finite rank over C[[v]] we get
B(a)(1)-= V 0).(3.34)
Let us denote by W an algebra aC•L W•)®Oc[[h]]C((v)). The map gc®O C((v)) E
Xr(v) -+ o 2W(fx)JA C is a homomorphism of Lie algebras (see corollary 2.2.2).
We can extend it to a homomorphism from the universal enveloping algebra of go Qo
C((v)) (we denote it by U (gc 0c C((v))) = U(g) ®R C((v))) to W. Denote by
C((v)) -pu a one dimensional (over C((v))) representation of p+((v)) given by the
character -Pu, i.e., u+((v)) and [1,1]((v)) acts by zero and any element H e h((v))
acts as a multiplication by (A - pu, H).
Theorem 3.2.1 gc ®O C((v)) = gc((v)) module V ®c[[v]] C((v)) is a generalized
Verma module, i.e.,
SOc[[vl C((v)) = IndgC ((v) ) -Pu = M Pu (3.35)
Proof: First, from the proposition 3.2.5 follows that
U(g) ®R C((v))(1) -V ®Ocl[vI C((v)), (3.36)
i.e., V ®o[[Gv] C((v)) is generated by 1.
Second, from lemma 3.2.3 follows that u+(1) = 0. Really, u+ has the basis eQ,
E E and a(fej)(1) C WA()(V(°)) C V(-) = 0 since, a L_.
Combining these two statements we obtain that V 0 C[[V]] C((v)) is a quotient of
Mx PU. The theorem follows from the easy calculation which shows that
dimc((v)) (V (a ) Oc[[uv C((v))) = dimc((v))M ( ) -PU. (3.37)
3.2.5 One useful proposition.
Let us state few facts here which we will need later. First, V ®C[[v]1 C((v)) is dense
in V ®c[[v]] C((v)) and 'V is dense in WO ®R[[h]] C((v)). Second, V f c[v]] C((v)) is a
faithful representation of W. That can be easily deduce from the previous statement
and results of section 3.1.
Let us denote by ? the homomorphism from U(g) OR C((v)) to W. Denote by I
an ideal annihilating representation Mxu.
Proposition 3.2.6 The kernel of the homomorphism ? is the ideal I. We have an
embedding of U(g) O®R C((v))/I into W.
Proof: Proposition follows immediately from the fact that Voc[[,]]C((v)) is a faithful
representation of W. Ol
3.3 Continuation.
3.3.1 General nonsense about polynomial functions.
Let us consider an algebra of polynomial functions Pol on a semisimple coadjoint
orbit 0. The Lie group G acts on functions on (9. Consider all functions which
transforms finitely under the action of group G. They form an algebra. It is well
know that the latter algebra coincides with the algebra of all polynomial functions
on the semisimple orbit. One can deduce it from the facts that the orbit 0 is closed
and the action of the group G is algebraic. Moreover,it is easy to see that every
finite-dimensional representation of G has a finite multiplicity in Pol. We denote the
set of all finite dimensional representations of the Lie group G by R.
Consider a G-invariant star product on the algebra of smooth functions on 0.
It follows from the above remarks that the algebra Pol[[h]] is closed under the star
product. Moreover, the algebra Pol ®R R[[h]] is closed under the star product. Let
us denote Pol OR R[[h]] by P and it's complexification by Pc. We have a natural
map j* (moment map) from g to P which is embedding.
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Proposition 3.3.1 The R[[h]] algebra P is generated by the image of the map IL*,
i.e., by linear functions on 0.
Proof: Let us denote by A a R[[h]] subalgebra generated by the image of /Z*. Since
the star product is just a usual multiplication modulo h, we have A/hA = P/hP. We
can decompose A and P into irreducible representations of the group G. We have
A =(• A, and P= (7P,. (3.38)
-rER rER
It is easy to see that A,/hA, = P,/hP,. Since A, C P, and P, is a free R[[h]]
module of finite rank we get that A, = P,. D
From now on we are going to consider G-equivariant Fedosov's quantization. We
have a map r from g((h)) to P ®R[[h]] R((h)) given by
r(h)Xr(h) 0- tr(fx), (3.39)
where X e g and r(h) E R((h)). It is a homomorphism of Lie algebras (see corollary
2.2.2). We can extend it to an algebra homomorphism r from U(g) @R R((h)) to
P OR[[h]] R((h)). Let us denote by hU(g) a R[[h]] subalgebra of U(g) @R R((h))
generated by the elements hX, X e g. It is easy to see that the restriction of the
map r to hU(g) maps hU(g) to P . We denote it by r.
Proposition 3.3.2 The map -, from hU(g) to P is onto. In particular, the map T
from U(g) ®R R((h)) to P ®R[[h]] R((h)) is onto.
Proof: First, let us observe that modulo h the map r, is surjective, i.e.,
hU(g)/h'U(g) 4 P/hP = Pol (3.40)
is onto. This follows from the fact that the star product modulo h is just a usual
multiplication.
Second, let us decompose P into irreducible representations of the group G. We
can write
P = 7 = (Pol)7 [[h]]. (3.41)
7rER irER
The homomorphism Tr commutes with the action of the group G. Therefore, it's
sufficient to show that the homomorphism from hU(g), to P, is onto. But it is
obvious, since P, is a free module over R[[h]] of finite rank and the homomorphism
is surjective modulo h (follows from (3.40)).
The second statement is an immediate corollary of the first one. 0
Let us denote by A a map from U(gc) OC C((h)) to Pc ®C[[h]] C((h)), the com-
plexification of the map T. Let us denote hU(g) ®R C by hU(gc) We denote the
restriction of the map f to hU(gc) by fr. It is obvious that jr is a map from hU(gC)
to Pc-
We have a natural map i from P ®R[[h]] C((v)) to W.
Lemma 3.3.1 The natural map i is embedding.
Proof: Let us denote by K the kernel of the map i. Then it is obvious that the
space K is invariant under the action of gc((v)) (since it is a free C((v)) module
and is invariant under the action of gc (since the latter is given by the bracket with
the sections of W)). Therefore, the group G preserves K. If f E K and f $ 0 then
a(f)|19= g(a(g-'(f))| ) = 0 since g-'(f) e K. Therefore, we get that a(f) = 0
which is a contradiction. This proves that K is zero. O
3.3.2 Main results.
Let us remind some notation. We denoted by C((h))A-pu a one dimensional (over
C((h))) representation of the Lie algebra p+((h)) given by the character - Pu-
We denoted by Mxpu a generalized Verma module induced from the representation
C((h)) -pu of Lie algebra p+((h))
M3 =Indci ((h)) anht))_ p. (3.42)K -PU P+ ((W)) an rPu
Denote by J an ideal in U(gc) Oc C((h)) annihilating representation Mx-u
Let us notice that the algebra hU(gc) is a universal enveloping algebra of a Lie
algebra hg c (defined over C[[h]]), where hg c as a C[[h]] module is isomorphic to
gc ®c C[[h]] = go[[h]] and the bracket is given by the formula
[Xa(h), Yb(h)] [X, Y]ha(h)b(h), X, Y E go. (3.43)
Let us define subalgebras hlc, hu+, hu_, hp+, hp_ and hh of the Lie algebra hg c
Definition 3.3.1
deh h 
hIc  lc[[h]] C hgc, hu+ = U+[[h]] C hgc, hu_ U_[[h]] C hgC,
(3.44)h def h h df_hp+ p+[f]]C hgc hp_ cp hhC dgCp [[h]I C go p p_[[h]] C hgc, hh h[[h]] C hgc.
We denote by C[[h]],-hou a representation of the Lie algebra rp+ given by the char-
acter A - hpu. We denote by aM•Ahpu a generalized Verma module induced from the
representation C[[h]]A-hpu of the Lie algebra hp+. Let us denote by Jr an ideal in
hU(gc) annihilating representation h Mhrpu.
It is easy to see that 3 = Jr ®c[[h]] C((h)) and Jr = hU(gc) n 3.
Theorem 3.3.1 The kernel of the map i (FLr) is the ideal J (Jr). The map p (jr)
induces a map from U(gc) ®oC C((h))/J (hU(gc)/Jr) to PC0 ®C[[h]] C((h)) (PC)
which is an isomorphism of algebras, i.e.,
U(gc) Oc C((h))/J PC ®Oc[ill C((h)),
(3.45)
hU(gc)/J, - PC.
Proof: It is easy to see that MxP = MPu ®c((h)) C((v)). Therefore, the theorem
follows from the propositions 3.2.6 and 3.3.2 and lemma 3.3.1. El
The completion of U(gc) Gc C((h)) in h-adic topology is U(gc)((h)). We denote
the completion of hU(gc) by hU(gc). Let us denote by Jf and Jr the completions
of 3 and Jr in h-adic topology. We denote by Pc an algebra Pol[[h]] endowed with
the star product. We denote by Pc,(h) an algebra Pol((h)) endowed with the star
product. Denote by ' and f- continuous extensions of the maps A and A,.
Corollary 3.3.1 We have the following isomorphisms of algebras
U(gc)((h))/J -T PC,(h)7
(3.46)
hfj(gC)/J r
3.3.3 Remarks.
Proposition 3.3.3 M is an irreducible representation of gc((h)).
Sketch of the proof: Let us assume the opposite. Then, there exist a singular vector
w in the module MPu which generates gc((h)) submodule M' C M pu. Choose
v a square root of h as in section 3.1. Let us change the base field from C((h)) to
C((v)) We denote the module M'Gc((h))C((v)) by M and we have seen that Mxu0
C((h))C((v)) = M _.pu. Denote the completions of M and Mu in v-adic topology
by M and M _pu respectively. It is easy to see that M is a proper submodule of
M• _pu. It is obvious that MA = V ®c[[v] lC((v)), where V was defined in section
3.2.4. Therefore, MM pu is a topologically irreducible representation of the algebra
A c ® [[h]] C((v)), moreover Supp(M _pu) = {A} E O. Submodule M C Mxpu
is a closed submodule. M is stable under the action of the subalgebra Pol((v)) C
A ®C[[h]] C((v)). Let us fix some small compact neighborhood U of the point A e O.
The proof of this proposition is based upon the fact that we can approximate any
smooth function and its derivatives by the polynomial functions on U (really we need
to approximate smooth function and its defivative only at point A). The action of
AQc[[h]]C((v)) on Mx- is given by differential operators. Therefore, the subalgebra
Pol((v)) is dense in A®c[[hl] C((v)). The representation M -PU of A®c[[llh]C((v)) is
continuous in this new topology which is stronger then just v-adic topology. Therefore,
submodule M (it is certainly closed submodule in the stronger topology) is stable
under the action of A ®c[[h]] C((v)), which is a contradiction. This ends the sketch
of the proof of this proposition. 0
Let us consider a more general situation then a semisimple coadjoint orbit. We
have a connected symplectic manifold M. Let us assume that the manifold M satisfies
all conditions of the theorem 2.2.2 b). Then we have an algebra homomorphism A
from U(gc) ®c C((v)) to a quantized functions A ®c[[v]] C((v)). Let us denote by Z
the center of U(gc). Z ®c C((v)) is the center of U(gc) ®c C((v)).
Proposition 3.3.4 If an element u lies in the center of U(gc) ®c C((v)), i.e.,
u e Z @c C((v)) then A(u) is a constant function on M, i.e., A(u) E C((v)) C
A ®c[[v]] C((v)).
Proof: The map p is a G-invariant map. Therefore, it maps the center of U(gc) ®c
C((v)) to the G-invariant functions on M, i.e., (A ®c[[v]3 C((v)))G = AG 0C[[v]]
C((v)). Since the Lie algebra g acts transitively on M the only G-invariant functions
on M are constant functions. F1
Let 0 be a coadjoint orbit of a Lie group G. Let us assume that 0 admits a
G-invariant connection. Then we can find a G-invariant symplectic connection on 0
and construct a star product using Fedosov's method.
Corollary 3.3.2 The restriction of the homomorphism A to the center Z ®c C((v))
of U(gc) ®c C((v)) is a character of the algebra Z ®c C((v)). Therefore, we can
associate a character x : Z 0c C((v)) '-+ C((v)) to any coadjoint orbit 0 which
admits a G-invariant connection.
Proof: The statement follows immediately from proposition 3.3.4. 0
3.4 Some representations of PC OC[[h]] C((v)).
In section 3.2.4 we constructed a representation V ®c[[vl] C((v)) of the algebra
P'c ®c[[]] C((v)). It follows from the theorem 2.2.2 (or theorem 3.3.1) that V Oc[[v]l
C((v)) is a representation of the Lie algebra gc((v)). The theorem 3.2.1 states that
this module is a generalized Verma module with the highest weight A - Pu. Let us
reformulate this result. We have a triangular decomposition go = n_ ehl G n+. We
can state the results of the theorems 3.2.1 and 3.3.4 in the following way.
Lemma 3.4.1 The module Vcl[[,]] C((v)) is an irreducible quotient (quotient by the
maximal submodule) of the Verma module with the highest weight - - Pu.
Let us generalize this construction and the result of the lemma 3.4.1. In section
3.2.1 we chose the set of positive roots of the Lie algebra gc (the choice is not unique).
Let us fix it. With any choice of the set of positive roots (it is equivalent to a choice of
an element of the Weyl group) we associate an irreducible representation of gc((v)).
Remark 3.4.1 It can happen that with to different choices of the set of positive roots
the associated representations are isomorphic (actually equal).
Let us chose a set of positive roots A'. We denote by A'L the corresponding set
of negative roots. Denote by n' and n' the corresponding nilpotent subalgebras of
go. We have a triangular decomposition go = n' Eh E n'+. Let us denote by V1 a
subspace (u+ E u_) n n'_ of u+ eu- = TO and by V2 a subspace (u+ e u_) n n'-.
It is easy to see that both V1 and V2 are lagrangian subspaces of u+ @ u_ = T0O.
If A, = A+ then the choice of V, and V2 coincides with the choice made in section
3.2.4. Let us denote by L' a subsemigroup of L generated by the elements of A'_ and
by L' a subsemigroup of L generated by the elements of A'_. One have L' = -L'.
Let us denote the subset of roots (E U -E) n A' by P. Denote by F+ the set E n A'
and by F_ the set (-E) n At. We have r = F_ U Fi. We denote by Pr the half sum
of the roots of F.
We can apply the construction of section 3.1 now. We get a representation V'
of the algebra WA ®R[[h]] C((v)). As a vector space V' is canonically isomorphic to
((DI0 Sk(u_)) [[v]] = (C[fa, e,3])[[v]], a E P+ and 3 E F_ (see section 3.1). It is easy
to see that the action of AH IA, H e h on V' can be described by a formula similar to
(3.20).
Let us denote by V '(') an eigenspace of the Lie algebra h (H E h acts by AH IA)
on V' with an eigenvalue a E L'_. It is obvious that V' (Q) is a free module of finite
rank over the ring C[[v]].
Lemma 3.4.2 There exists a canonical isomorphism of vector spaces
V'/= I1 V'(). (3.47)
aEL'
Proof: Obvious. E-
Let us consider a subspace V' of V'
V v'() C V'. (3.48)
aEL'_
Lemma 3.4.3 We have
V = ( (V)C2) GC Cv = (C[[v]])[f, e=, a 6 +, /  r_. (3.49)(Ok=0
Proof: Obvious. L
Proposition 3.4.1 V' is a representation of Pc, i.e., elements of Pc preserve the
subspace V' C V'.
Proof: Similar to the proof of the proposition 3.2.4. O
Let us denote by V a module V' ®C[[v]] C((v)). It becomes a representation of
U(gc) ®c C((v)) via the homomorphism A (from U(gc) ®c C((h))/J to PC OC[[v]]
C((v))). The module V contains a distinguished element 1 e V' C V. Reasonings
similar to the reasonings in section 3.2.4 show that the following proposition holds.
Proposition 3.4.2 The U(gc) ®c C((v)) module V is generated by the element
1 E V, i.e.,
(U(gc) (c C((v)))(1) = V. (3.50)
Let us denote by C((v))-xpr a one dimensional (over C((v))) representation of
p' ((v)) given by the character - Pr, where p'_((v)) h E n'. We denote by
M'_ a Verma module with the highest weight - - Pr, i.e.,
M1 def Indgc((V)), )(3,51)M'-Pr p+r
- Sf J P, (M~) C((v)) -Pr (.1
Proposition 3.4.3 Representation V of the Lie algebra gc((v)) is a quotient of the
Verma module M' .
TPr
Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of the theorem 3.2.1. El
Proposition 3.4.4 V is an irreducible representation of the Lie algebra gc((v)).
Proof: Similar to the proof of the proposition 3.3.4. 0
Combining the last two results we get
Theorem 3.4.1 The module V as a representation of the Lie algebra gc((v)) is
isomorphic to the irreducible quotient of the Verma module M',
v-Pr
v = ( S(V2ý) c C((v)) = (C((v)))[f,, er], a E , 3 EI . (3.52)(Ok=0
Proof: Obvious. El
We can state the theorem 3.4.1 in the following way
Theorem 3.4.2 To each choice of the set of positive roots A' the associated rep-
resentation of gc((v)) is an irreducible quotient of the Verma module (induced from
hE n' ) with the highest weight 2 - Pr.
Proof: The statement is equivalent to the theorem 3.4.1. O
Chapter 4
Examples.
In this chapter we will consider two examples. The first one is the case of the coadjoint
orbits of the group SU(2). This is the most elementary case. The second example is
the case of the minimal nilpotent orbits of the symplectic group Sp(2n, R). In the
first example although the group is the simplest possible one, the answer is not trivial.
In the second case although we are talking about nilpotent orbits all the calculations
are elementary since the orbit is a quotient of R2n - 0 by the multiplication by ±1.
The reason why we give this example here is that it shows that the results similar to
the case of semisimple orbits may be true in case of nilpotent orbits when they admit
G-invariant connection.
4.1 SU(2) example.
Let us look at the example of the group G = SU(2) closer. The coadjoint orbits are
spheres except the trivial one. We can identify the dual space g* to the Lie algebra g
with the Lie algebra g itself using the trace form. Therefore any element of the space
g* can be represented by a matrix
iA X +iY
, where X, Y, AE R. (4.1)
-X + iY -i"\~2}
Every coadjoint orbit contains the point A
2i 0
- , for some A E R. (4.2)
0 -iA\ 2/
If the coadjoint orbit contains the point A then it contains the point -A
_-i 0
2
.=(4.3)
0 2
In this way all the coadjoint orbits are in one to one correspondence with the non-
negative real numbers. From now on we fix some positive number A.
We are going to try to understand the representation which we constructed in
section 3.2.4.
Let us denote by E, H, F the following basis in sl(2, C)(0 1 1 0 0 0
E), H=( and F = . (4.4)
0 0 0 -1 1 0
One can consider E, H, F as functions on the coadjoint orbits. We denote by e and
f the sections of T*O at point A corresponding to d(E) and d(F). The symplectic
form & at point A is equal to
&J1(e, f) = iA, (4.5)
see 3.5.
From the corollary 2.2.2 follows that sl(2, C) 3 X + -la(X) e W is a homomor-
phism of Lie algebra. Moreover, we have that
1 iA 2i
(H) - h- 1 + A -f A e, (4.6)
see proposition 3.2.1.
We denote by v the square root of h. Let us identify the algebra WI®(R[[A]] C[[v]]
with the completion of the algebra of differential operators - C[[vz, v]J][[v]], by
d
f i/-+ivvz and e i-+ v Vz. (4.7)
dz
We denote by V the vector space of polynomials in z over the field C((v)), i.e.,
C((v))[z]. It follows from the proposition 3.2.4 that the space V is a representation
of g((v)) = sl(2, C)((v)). The theorem 3.2.1 states that V is a Verma module with
the highest weight A- p. Let us try to write down explicitly the elements E, F, H E
sl(2, C)((v)) as a differential operators acting on V.
Since o(E)l e W( ) and u(F)J- E W(-- ) it follows that we can write
A A
Ja(E)l = eq(ef), where O(x) is some function,
(4.8)
Ua(F) f0 =  (ef), where 0(x) is some function.
Now let us determine the relation between 0 and V. Since our construction was
real, the sections of the complex conjugate function should be complex conjugate.
It is obvious that the functions E and F are complex conjugate on the coadjoint
orbits and also the sections e and f of the cotangent bundle T*O at point A are
complex conjugate. Therefore, we see that function V is complex conjugate to 0,
i.e., O(x) = ý(x) (since ef is real). (If O(x) = Ei ix', where i E C[[v]] then
O(X) = EZqix2 (v = V).)
In the Fedosov's construction of the connection there is an initial condition on
the tensor r, i.e., 6-1(r) = 0. If we translate this condition into a condition on the
functions 0 and V we will see that these functions should be equal i.e., q = 4. In
general, we do not require 6-1(r) = 0 from the Fedosov's connection, 6-1(r) can
be almost any G-invariant section of W (one can describe explicitly the class of the
admissible initial conditions). If we fix an initial condition (i.e., &-1 (r)) then we get
some conditions on the functions 0 and 4.
We will write ka(E) and c(F)| as sections of W ®R((h] C[[v]] using non-
commutative star product in W ®R[[n]] C((v)). We get
a(E)- =2e * g(ef) and a(F)1 -1-= 1f * (ef), (4.9)
where g(x) is some function (since * product is real). Here under g(ef) we understand
the following section
00 00
g(ef) = gn (ef) , *. (ef), where g(x) = gnzx, gn E C[[v]]. (4.10)
n=O n=O
The initial condition 6-1(r) = 0 gives a condition
g(x + iAv 2) = g(x) (4.11)
on the function g(x).
One can easily see that on V the operator ef - e*ff*e acts as --5(z + 4-z).
Let us denote the operator (z + z) by A. We have
1 iA 2i
-(H)H- ± 2 + A. (4.12)h V2 A
We know that
I a (E)j~ - vdg(v2A) and ha(F)i-= v-z9(v2A), (4.13)h v dz h V
for some function g(x).
We would like to find this function g(x). In order to do that we will use the fact
that [1a(E)|7, ka(F)IX] = lu(H)|y. This give us some equation on the function g(x).
We will show that this equation together with the equation (4.11) (coming from the
initial condition on r) has a unique solution. We will not write down this solution
explicitly. One can try to do that but the formulas that we got are very long and are
not explicit enough.
We must compute the following commutator
V d iX/[v-- g(v 2A), - z 9(v 2A)]
v dz v
iA[Izdg(' 2 A)
vi dz
It is easy to check that Az = z(A + iA) and A -d = -d(A - iA). Therefore, we candz --dz
write [d g(v 2A), z (v2A)] as
[dg(V2A), z•(v• = A)] g(V2 )Z •(V2A) - Z (v2A)-4-g(V2A) =
d(g(VAZ))(V 2A) - z((V 2A) ~)g(V2A) =
(4.15)
(z g(v2 (A + iA)))g(v•2) - z( V ( 2(A - iA)))g(V_2 ) =
(I + A)g(V 2(A + iA))(v 2A) - (_1 + )g( 2A)(V 2(A )).
Let us denote the product (- +A)g(v 2A)g(v 2(A-iA)) by G(A). Then we can write
the equation (4.15) as an equation on the function G(A) as follows
iA(G(A± + iA)- G(A)) = iA + A2iv2, (4.16)
or equivalently
G(A + iA) - G(A) = 1I 2+v pyA. (4.17)
It is easy to see (direct calculation) that
A 1 v2A
Go(A) = (- 2)(iiA 2 2
is a particular solution of the equation (4.17).
iv2
2A1)2A (4.18)
One can get all other solutions by
adding functions which do not depend on A. The general solution has form
G(A) = Go(A) + C(v), where C(v) E C[[v]].
Let us denote by F(v2 A) the product g(v 2A)2(v 2 (A - iA)). We see that G(A) =
Let us put Fo(v 2A) = -i2 + 1. It is obvious that G0(A) =
z g(v 2A)]. (4.14)
(4.19)
!)F (V2,A).2
(' - 1)Fo(v2A). Therefore, we get the following equation
Al 1C(v) = ( - - -)(F(v2A) - Fo(V2A)).
iA 2 (4.20)
It is easy to see that this equation has no solutions since F(v 2A) - F0(v 2A) C
C[[v2A, v]].
As a consequence we get that the only possible solution is F(A) = F0 (A). There-
fore, we obtain that the function g(x) satisfies the following equation
g(x)g(x - iAv• •) iv 2  x=1- 2A A2. (4.21)
Let us see that there exist a unique g(x) which satisfies both equations (4.21) and
(4.11). Indeed, from (4.11) we get g(x - iAv 2 ) = g(x - 2iAv 2 ). Plugging that in the
equation (4.21) we obtain
g(x)g(x - 2iAv••) tv2 xT2 (4.22)
It is easy to see (by induction) that the equation (4.22) has a unique solution. Un-
fortunately, I do not know any nice formula for this solution.
Let us summarize all the above.
Proposition 4.1.1 Applying Fedosov's construction to the coadjoint orbits of SU(2)
we obtain the following representation of sl(2, C)
VE d (g y 2v d (i2
ZH!2 +-4
F z g( i\2
(Z d+ ýZ)
(Zd + Z
-2)
(4.23)
, v2)
where the function g(x, y) E C[[x, y]] satisfies the following equation
iy x
g(x, y)g(x - 2iAy, y) = 1 -2 (4242 A \ 2
,v2)
. )
4.2 Minimal nilpotent orbit of Sp(2n, R).
This example is a trivial one and we give it here only as an example of the nilpotent
orbit which admits a G-invariant symplectic connection. Let us choose v a square
root of h, i.e., v2 = h. Let us consider a 2n dimensional vector space R 2 n with
the coordinates x,.-.- , x,~, Y, " , yn and a symplectic form w -= i= dxi A dy2 . The
minimal nilpotent orbit 0 of Sp(2n, R) is (R2n - 0)/(-1). The trivial flat connection
d is Sp(2n, R)-invariant. Therefore, Fedosov's connection on R 2n (or 0) is just VF =
d - 6. The moment map tells us that sp(2n, R) is isomorphic to the vector space of
quadratic polynomials on R 2n. The Poisson bracket of two functions f and g is
n (9f ag 8f g
{fg}Of Og (4.25)
i=1 Xi Byi yi xi)
Let us denote by Pi the section dxi and by qj the section dyi of the cotangent
bundle. Let us write down the flat sections of W which corresponds to the quadratic
functions.
a(xixj) = xixj + xipj + xjPi + PiPj E W
a(yiyj) = yiyj + yiqj + yjqi + qgqj E W for i, j = 1... n. (4.26)
a(xiyj) = xiyj + xjqj + YjPi + piqj E W
One can see that these formulas descend to the coadjoint orbit O. It is obvious that
if we fix some point m E R 2n (x 0), Y = 0)) then
Pi FV- and qji -+ vzi (4.27)i8zi
gives us a representation of Win. Moreover, if we restrict ourselves to the Lie sub-
algebra sp(2n, R) of 'Wm spanned by o-(x x '), a(yiyj) and Ia(xjyj) we get
its representation V in the space of polynomials in the variables zj,.. , zn over the
field C((v)), i.e., V = C((v))[zi, -... -, zn]. One can see that if m E R 2n is not 0
then this representation is irreducible. If m = 0 then V is a sum of two irreducible
representations V = V (ev en) E V(odd).
Let us choose the point m E R 2I n with the coordinates xi = 0, yj = 0 for i =
1,- -- , n and j = 2,--, n and Y =- 1. Then we get the formulas
;-2xixj-'9 0- for ij
ozi Ozj
Yi2yYj zizj for i,j= 2,..-,n
1iyX 1 -(zy-+- zj ) for i=1,...*, n and j=2,--.,n
(4.28)
1y i '9 + (zl, + -z,) for i = 1,.*,n
YlYi -+zH + zziz for i=2,-2-,n
1 22
-Yj -* 1+ 2z, + z
It is easy to see that this representation is a maximal irreducible quotient of Verma
module with the highest weight A, where (A, -xiyi) = 1. It is well known that the
ideal in U(sp(2n, C)) annihilating this representation is the Joseph ideal (we denote
it by J).
It is obvious that this picture descends to the minimal nilpotent coadjoint orbit
O. It is obvious that if we restrict ourselves to the polynomial functions on R 2, then
this representation is faithful. The constructed map maps U(sp(2n, C)) ®c C((v))
in the polynomial functions C((v))[xi, yj] on R 2,. Therefore, the kernel of this map
coincides with the ideal in U(sp(2n, C)) Oc C((v)) annihilating the representation
above. This ideal is exactly J &c C((v)).
In this example we see that in our formulas we can put v to be a number, i.e.,
there is no any problems with convergence. This tells that the star product on the
coadjoint orbit 0 endows the polynomial functions on (9 with the algebra structure
which is isomorphic to U(sp(2n, C))/J.
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